CALL FOR
ARTIST-INRESIDENCE

ϮϬϮϮ

RURAL
KNOWLEDGE

3piedras seeks to promote
artistic
creation
aimed
at
providing
solutions
to
contemporary social challenges.
In particular, the necessary
reconnection between human
beings and nature, as well as the
recovery of the rural world as a
framework
for
coexistence
between both.
Faced with the challenge of rural
repopulation, 3piedras
proposes to rebuild bridges
and deep relationships
through
the reflective and
transformative power of art.
A process of change aimed
at achieving a two-tier impact:
Raising people's awareness of the
environment and its sustainability.

Passion
for
art

Located
in
an
incomparable
natural environment, 3piedras offers a
space of encounter and creation
facilitated by calm,
internal
and
external,
that surrounds us when
being in contact with nature.
A space that becomes a source
of
inspiration
for
artistic
creation, permeable
to
the
exchange
of experiences
and
Regeneration of life, rural emotions among all the people
entrepreneurship
and touched by this environment, the
artists and the inhabitants. A space
community relations.
where artists can develop a work
relevant to their career.
3piedras opens its doors to welcome
creative processes and artistic practice
within the framework of temporary
residences or specific workshops.

The CDAN , Art and Nature
Centre of the Beulas Foundation,
aims to position itself as a
reference in the study routes of
contemporary art and to create
a unique space that fuses art
and nature as the main
protagonists, thus introducing
new reflections on the union
between creation and landscape.

Theme of
the call

In 2022, 3piedras co-organizes with CDAN its thrid
call for residencies for the realization of
contemporary art projects for visual artists.
The artists who received the residency grant in 2019
were Inula [MCarmen GMahedero], Lola Lasurt and
Miguel Sbastida; and in 2020 Elena Lavelles and
Jorge Yeregui. In 2021 there was no call for
applications due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Contemporary cultural practices have long included the ecological question and
environmental activism in their artistic and educational agenda, which is why 3piedras has
incorporated new themes such as sustainability and climate change into its mission. Likewise,
the concept of rural areas has recently been introduced as an area of work and reflection,
which is why the thought of the contemporary rural life has been established as one of the
axes of discourse of 3piedras. The figure of the farmer, livestock farmer or craftsman is not
only limited to that of food or material producer but also to that of cultural agent,
responsible both for transmitting traditional knowledge and for generating knowledge
production through the rational and sustainable use of resources. This implies the need for a
decolonisation of rural knowledge in the face of the hegemonic and normative intellectual
thinking of the city, which also includes the visual arts. Similarly, the contribution of art to the
creation or reinterpretation of imaginaries and representations of rural life must introduce
perspectives that make women's work and the care of the territory visible from a gender and
ecofeminist perspective.
In this area, the subject of rural knowledge can be approached freely from various angles (the
following are examples):
Reclaiming the tangible and intangible heritage of rural life
Rural versus urban thinking
Decolonisation of rural knowledge
Agricultural sector as a cultural agent
Rural knowledge, a paradigm of sustainability in the face of
climate change
New imagination of rural life

Where
is it
located?
Ara, an
inspiring
environment.
3piedras consists of a rural house and a workshop for
artistic practice located on the banks of the Abena
stream, immersed in the nature of the Western
Pyrenees and integrated in Ara, a small rural village in
the Jacetania region.
Ara maintains its population and customs in an
increasingly depopulated rural environment, in a
landscape shaped by scrubland and woodland
alternating with cereal, potato and alfalfa crops.

How to
access?
Bilbao
Toulouse
Jaca
Logroño

Ara
Huesca
Barbastro
Lleida

Zaragoza
Calatayud

Barcelona

Guadalajara

Madrid

Teruel

Valencia

Although far from the urban noise, Ara is an easily
accessible village. It is 20 minutes from Jaca or
Sabiñánigo on the HU-V-3011 or A-23 respectively,
45 minutes from Huesca, and an hour and a half
from Zaragoza on the A-23.

rules of the
call for
applications
for
residences
2

3piedras opens its doors to the
third temporary creative residency.
The call is aimed at artists and
creators, of legal age, who are
invited to submit a project proposal
mainly related to the visual arts,
audiovisual or artistic research/
experimentation.
All proposals submitted must
include an activity open to the
inhabitants of the area as an
exchange of experiences and
restitution to the environment,
e.g. a workshop or a talk.

The acceptance of the grant implies
the realisation of an exhibition or a
proposal of artistic intervention in
the locality or in the nearby
landscape of Ara, understanding it as
a natural and cultural ecosystem,
through the use of native
materials and based on practices
of collective participation that put
the emphasis on the work
processes.
It may also be exhibited at the CDAN
as part of its exhibitions on the
territory.

The 3piedras and CDAN teams
have a wide network among
which the work developed
during the residency will be
made known.
People involved in the art
world will visit 3piedras
during the project with the
aim
of
exchanging
impressions and talking to the
resident artist about his/her
work.
The duration of the residency
involves the mentoring of
Juan Guardiola, curator and
expert in art, nature and the
environment, who is a
collaborator
and
artistic
advisor to 3piedras.

The duration of the residency is 2
months, to be carried out flexibly
and in a maximum of three different
periods between 1 May and 31
October ϮϬϮϮ͘

Stay

The selected artist will receive an
endowment of 2.000 euros for
fees, travel expenses and board
and an endowment up to 1.500
euros, to be justified, for artistic
production and material. All taxes
included.
If any special tool is needed to
improve
the
workshop
equipment or is necessary to
carry out any production process,
the artists may propose its
acquisition: this material will
remain in the possession of
3piedras.

Endowment

The selected person will be
provided with accommodation
attached to the workshop with all
services and amenities.

Spaces
and
resources

Ͳ Private room with double bed.
- Fully equipped kitchen.
- Bathroom with shower.
- Porch with table and chairs.
- Crockery and cutlery.
- Bed linen.
- Other facilities: Wifi connection.

2Wher
resources
Accommodation

Shower
bath

Private room
with double
bed

Full
kitchen

2Wher
resources
Artistic practice workshop

Electricity (220V).
Rest area and library

Work space of 90m2 closed and diaphanous,
with natural light that can be arranged in many
different ways. Fully accesible to vehicles.
The workspace may also be used for village or
3piedras activities and the artist will be notified
in advance in order to organise the schedule of
uses as well as possible.
50m2 covered and open-air work space,
annexed to the main space.
Equipped with basic tools for sculpting in wood,
stone and metal.

Wifi.
Access to the collections of INDOC, the CDAN's
Centre for Research, Documentation and
Cooperation, as well as their use to support
artistic reflection and research, both in the art
centre itself and on loan during the period of
residence
in
Ara.
You will also have a car at your disposal, always
on a carpooling basis.

Trough with running water.

Plan of the Artistic
Practice Workshop

2ther
resources
Artistic practice workshop

The
collaboration
between
3piedras and the CDAN for this
residency is an altruistic project
born out of a passion for art and
has mobilised a jury of experts
committed to the project:

Jurado

- $LGD%RL[,
ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌofĞŶƚƌĞĚΖƌƚ
dĞƌƌĞƐĚĞůΖďƌĞͲ>ŽWĂƚŝ.
- *HPPD&DUEy, ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ
ofDƵƐĞƵĚĞůĂsŝĚĂ ZƵƌĂů͘

Ͳ,VDEHOOHGH*DOOR
ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ of the &ƵŶĚĂĐŝſŶ ĂŶŝĞů Ǉ
EŝŶĂĂƌĂƐƐŽ
- Juan Guardiola,
ƵƌĂtŽƌǇĂrtistic advisor of
ϯƉŝĞĚƌĂƐ͘
- $OIUHGR3XHQWH,
ƵƌĂtŽƌ&ƵŶĚĂĐŝſŶĞƌĞǌĂůĞƐ
ŶƚŽŶŝŽǇŝŶŝĂ͘
- 5REHUWR5DPRV,
dechnician of the
/EK͕E

Submission
of proposals
and selection
Proposals must include a description of the artistic project, open to all
disciplines, to be carried out in the natural and rural environment
offered by 3piedras, accompanied by a dossier of the work of the
artists or creators presented.
The selection process will be carried out by a jury that will select a
proposal, according to the following criteria:
Artistic quality
Appropriateness of the proposal to the theme of the call.
Artistic trajectory.
Feasibility of carrying out and executing the project.
Quality of the return activity.

Conditions
of
participation
The authors and 3piedras will agree that:
The work produced during the stay will belong to the authors, who
will cede to 3piedras the reproduction rights of some images and
documentation of the works produced during the grant, with the aim
of having an archive of the temporary residencies or for their
promotion and dissemination on the website, social networks or other
media considered appropriate for the purposes of the project.
The author, if they so wishes, may cede to 3piedras a work, a copy or a
sample in the case of serial or multiple works.
The aim is to highlight the value of the patronage initiative and the
creation of a fund that promotes the values of the call, avoiding the
profit motive.

Deadlines
and
documentation

The call for proposals is open until 1 February of 2022 at 23,59 h.
Submisions and queries should be sent by email to
administracion@3piedras.org
In order for the jury to assess the projects, the following
documentation must be sent in a single, clearly named file in PDF
format, DIN A4 size:
Motivation letter
Memory of the project to be developed (maximum 5 page)
Artistic curriculum (maximum 1 page)
ŽƐƐŝĞƌof work͕including personal data (name, date of birth,
website and e-mail), statement of work, images of work͘
Photocopy of ID or passport͘
Participation in this call for entries by submitting a proposal implies
knowledge and full acceptance of its terms and conditions. The jury
will resolve any differences that may arise in the application of these
rules.

Convocatoria
C
onvocatoria Residencia
Residencia artística
artística ϮϬϮϮ
C
oorganizan:
Coorganizan:

